
The Department of Architecture of the 
Bangladesh University of Engineering and 
Technology is the only institution imparting 
formal education and training in architec
tUre. The school started in 1961 with only 
one foreign teacher (Jnd six students. By 
1966 six local teachers took over the depart
ment, all of them having been educated in 
the U.S.A. Today there are twenty-two 
teachers and 250 students in the department. 
Most of the senior teachers have post gradu
ate degrees from West European countries. 
While in the 1950s there were hardly any 
local architects, in the 1980s architecture is a 
well established profession. About one half 
of our graduates work abroad, mostly in 
Western countries but, in recent times, also 
in Middle Eastern countries. 

Bangladesh seems to be an ideal case for 
study in this seminar. The region was once 
part of Pakistan, which was essentially a reli
gious state, Islam being the major bond be
tween the two geographically separated re
gions. All efforts were made for Islamisation 
of the culture. Its impact was felt in architec
ture also. It came to be painfully realised 
that the imposition of myths and symbols 
does not give rise to good architecture or 
fulfill the hopes and aspirations of the peo
ple. As an example, it may be mentioned 
that the Sheraton Hotel at Dhaka, where 
the last regional seminar was held, is a 
straightforward curtain wall framed struc
ture with added precast concrete arches. 
The arches are not intrinsic to the structure 
or its form but were appended to give a local 
flavour to an imported form. Worse exam
ples can be given where the architects are 
less capable. Preconceived forms and trite 
motifs could in all cases be avoided. Bang
ladeshis do have a unique way of life that is 
both regional and Islamic. Functionalism, if 
true and intensive, might bring out the fea
tures that need to be properly interpreted in 
architecture. Functionalism, not roman
ticism or symbolism, deserves more atten
tion and care by architects. 

Typical layout and forms of the Muslim 
world are dominated by hot-arid climatic 
influence. Bangladesh, having geographical 
continuity with hot-arid North India, has 
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always been influenced by its architecture, 
but climate-wise, it is nearer to Malaysia or 
Indonesia. Distinctly identifiable Islamic 
forms or articulations for hot and humid 
regions are yet to emerge. In general, while 
clearly outlined architectural principles that 
are based on specifics of Western or Christ
ian architecture have been meticulously re
corded, no such principles based on Islamic 
or Oriental architecture have yet been re
corded for the use of students of architecture 
in the Muslim world. 

Research in architecture in the Muslim 
world is lacking. Research on various 
aspects of functionalism in the comprehen
sive sense of the term is essential to bring 
out the spirit, value and determinants of 
architecture in the Muslim world. The initia
tive should come from educational insti
tutions. 

In the Muslim world the character of built 
form was formerly dominated by a pedes
trian scale. Today, even in a poor country 
like Bangladesh, the scale is linked to the 

use of automobiles. Students think, imagine 
and design in terms of automobiles. Though 
humbler modes of transport are very com
mon, they hardly get due consideration. 
Hence, the built forms display inherent 
Western influence. 

In last quarter of a century the curriculum in 
the School of Architecture in Bangladesh 
has undergone many changes. The curri
culum has gradually turned towards teaching 
more and more skills and techniques. Pre
sently less than 4 per cent of the courses are 
devoted to humanities subjects. The five 
year course has three architectural history 
courses. Only half of one course deals with 
the architectural history of the region. With 
the advancement of technology it is gradual
ly becoming difficult give all the materials 
that one would like to in five years time. The 
range of topics that deserves attention is 
vast. A student has to know about house 
wiring and computers, thatched roof and 
system building, cost estimating and CPM. 
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It is difficult to find capable teachers in 
non-architectural subjects. It is almost 
impossible to find anthropologists or socio
logists who would teach the courses the way 
an architect would like them to. The teacher 
may be very well versed in his own subject, 
but he often fails to make it worthwhile for 
architects. Even with an extensive curri
culum, 150 credit hours, the desired educa
tional targets are not being achieved. 

In the Muslim world very little attention is 
given to conservation. Not only structures 
but a large number of old areas need to be 
conserved. An organised effort to do so 
might also increase society's awareness of 
the need for conservation. Conservation 
courses might be successfully included in the 
curricula in architecture schools. 

In Bangladesh the cultural scene is domin
ated by poets, literary types and artists. 
Architects, who seem presently indifferent, 
should take an interest in the cultural activi
ties of society and try to take leadership 
roles in the cultural scene. 

Technology and materials in Bangladesh are 
not highly developed. Most buildings are 
hand made with locally available materials. 
There is practically no standardisation or 
mass production. This gives the architect an 
opportunity to give shape to his creative im
pulses, and the evolution of a style in a short 
period of time is possible. Louis Kahn's 
famous work at Dhaka is an example of this. 
He used brick as the load bearing element, 
relying on the local system, which naturally 
gave rise to arches and circles. He did not 
have to import or implant any form or motif. 
Massive forms laid out in strong symmetry 
with repetitive arches and circles makes his 
work very attractive. In the history ofthe 
region one sees that the Turks and Afghans, 
when they were its rulers, did not build big 
establishments. Local craftsmen executed all 
their works, and architecture became crea
tive and local. The same cannot be said ab
out Mughal and colonial architecture in 
what is now Bangladesh, which was im
ported and imposed. 

Architecture in the Muslim world cannot 
flourish in its traditional glory unless the 
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spirit of Islam is inculcated in the society in 
general and among architecture students in 
particular. However, the current image of a 
person devoted to Islamic principles is that 
of a conservative fundamentalist. Architec
tural education is truly liberal and secular, 
and architecture students mostly come from 
the affluent and sophisticated urban class. 
Among them, faith is generally lacking. This 
means a dilemma for the profession and for 
the culture. 


